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ABSTRACT
The electronic energy states of fluoranthene, 11,12-benzofluoranthene, 3,4-benzofluoranthene, and l,4-Dibromo-2,3 benzobiphenylene have been investigated by spectroscopic
methods.

The electronic excited states of these molecules

are interpreted to be states that are excited in the indivi
dual parts of the molecules.

The existance of these "locally"

excited states is attributed to the aromatic subsystems
characteristic of the fluoranthene type molecules.
The electronic energy states of fluoranthene are in
terpreted to be those of the naphthalene and benzene sub
systems; the dissimilarity between the absorption spectrum
of fluoranthene and that of a combined benzene and naphthalene
is attributed to electrodynamic (exciton) interactions be
tween the electronic states of the naphthalene and benzene
parts of fluoranthene.

Calculations of the interaction

splitting are made for the fluoranthene molecule.

These

calculations are not sufficiently accurate to predict the
exact splittings observed, but instead give only an order
of magnitude for the interaction splitting between states.
The numerical results' of these calculations indicate that
strong coupling must exist between the electronic excited
states of the subsystems in the fluoranthene type molecules
and in this respect explain the dissimilarities between the
viii

absorption spectrum of the composite molecule and that of the
combined subsystem spectra.
The fluorescence and phosphorescence of fluoranthene,
11

.1 2 -benzofluoranthene and 3,4-benzofluoranthene from

rigid glassy solutions at 77°k are reported.

Fluoranthene

gives two fluorescences and two phosphorescences.

Theory

predicts that only one fluorescence and one phosphorescence
will be observed from a single aromatic molecule.

Experi

mental evidence is given which indicates the dual emissions
from fluoranthene do not result from trivial mechanisms
such as impurities, and therefore these dual emissions
are interpreted to be characteristic of the fluoranthene
molecule.

11,12-Benzofluoranthene has only a single

fluorescence and phosphorescence emission.
of

1 1 ,1 2 -benzofluoranthene

Upon excitation

in the lowest energy absorption

band, some of the fluorescence emission bands are observed
to split into two distinct bands.

This splitting is

/*
interpreted to be the result of exciton interaction between
the states of the two naphthalene subsystems which make up
the

11

,1 2 -benzofluoranthene molecule.

3,4-Benzofluoranthene

has one fluorescence and one phosphorescence emission, and
these emissions show no excitation dependence.

No emissions

were observed from l,4-Dibromo-2,3-benzobiphenylene.
Solvent frequency shift studies on fluoranthene and
11

.1 2 -benzofluoranthene are reported, and these studies show

no intramolecular charge transfer transitions occur in the
ix

near ultraviolet and visible absorption regions for either
molecule.
Polarized fluorescence excitation spectra are reported
for fluoranthene, 11,12-benzofluoranthene and 3,4-benzofluoranthene.

The degree of polarization of the fluorescence

emission from these, non-alternant hydrocarbons does not
change with the' excitation wavelength in a fashion analogous
to the change observed for alternant hydrocarbons.
Experimentally, it has been shown that the energy states
of the composite molecules studied in this research are not
fully determined by the total molecular structure but that
the energy states depend largely upon the subsystems com
posing the composite system.

Obtaining an understanding of

these small composite molecules is the first step toward
understanding large molecular aggregates.

The molecules

studied here’are only a very few of their type that presently
are available.

It should therefore be expected that in the

near future many new previously unreported phenomena will be
observed in these composite molecules.

x

INTRODUCTION
Composite molecules are defined as larger systems that
consist of two or more smaller molecular systems.

Composite

molecules in which the submolecular systems are aromatic may
Or may not have electronic energy states that differ from
those that would exist in the independent subsystems.

If the

aromatic subsystems are separated by several sigma bonds, the
energy states of the composite molecule are essentially the
energy states of the two individual subsystems.

Illustrating

composite molecules of this type are the l-anthryl-3naphthylpropanes, the absorption spectrum of each is essentially that
of equal molar mixtures of naphthalene and anthracene. *** In
contrast to composite molecules in which the subsystems are
widely separated, there are the composite systems which have
closely bound aromatic subsystems.

The energy states for these

composite molecules differ greatly from the energy states of
the isolated subsystems.

Illustrating this type of composite

molecule are the molecular systems studied in this research.

1Peter Rona and Uri Feldman, "Homologous 9-Anthryl-l
naphthylalXanes and a New Carbon - Carbon Cleavage occuring
during Reduction by Lithium Aluminum Hydride," Journal of the
Chemical Society. (1958), p. 1737.

1

2
These molecules are fluoranthene (I), 3,4-benzofluoranthene
(II), 11,12-benzofluoranthene (III), and l,4-dibromo-2,3benzoblphenylene (IV).

I

II

IV

III

Although the l,4-dibromo-2,3-benzobiphenylene Is, from
the Kekule structures, a fully conjugated hydrocarbon having
complete delocalization of electrons, complete delocalization
of electrons may not occur in this molecule.

These consider

ations will be discussed in detail under experimental results.
The statement, that the energy states for these composite
molecules differ from the energy states of the isolated sub
systems, is merely a statement of strong electron interaction
between the individual electronic systems in the composite
molecule.

Two questions must be answered in order to obtain

an understanding of these molecules.

What is the nature and

what is the magnitude of these electronic interactions?
Although a complete quantum mechanical solution for these
molecules should answer these questions, the methods presently
available for calculating the energy states of polyatomic
molecules are for the most part unsatisfactory.

The methods

most often used for these calculations are approximation
methods.

These methods are valence bond theory, molecular

orbital theory, antisymmetrized molecular orbital theory and

free electron molecular orbital theory.

Valence bond theory

Is mathematically too cumbersome for calculations involving
polyatomic systems greater than naphthalene.

Molecular

orbital calculations are much simpler, but assumptions must
\

be made concerning the magnitude of the change in inter
action of one electron with the remaining electrons when the
state of the electron changes. Also,the exchange interactions
of electrons are ignored.

Antisymmetrized molecular orbital

calculations generally offer better results in calculations
of polyatomic systems for which empirical data are available.
A number of the calculations for benzene are reviewed by
2
Kauzmann,
and comparisons of the results are given.
The
free electron molecular orbital method is by far the most
simplified calculation of energy states.

In these calcu

lations the pi electrons are considered to be bound in a
potential outlined by the molecular framework.

Free electron

calculations usually give reasonable accounts for the elect3 4
ronic energy states of polyenes * and are most often used to
guide the experimentalist. The discrepancies between experi
ment and theory are usually less than 5,000cm"1,depending upon
the method of calculation and the empirical data used in the

2

Walter Kauzman, Quantum Chemistry (New York:Academic
Press Inc., 1957), p. 473.
3
Noel S. Bayliss, "A Metallic Model for the Spectra of
Conjugated Polyenes," The Journal of Chemical Physics. XVI
(1948), 287.
4Hans Kuhn, "Free Electron Model for Absorption Spectra
of Organic Dyes," The Journal of Chemical Physics. XVI
(1948) , 840.

calculation.

This magnitude of discrepancy is sufficiently

large to prevent one from unequivocally distinguishing
between transitions arising from localized states perturbed

by strong interaction of independent subsystems and tran
sitions involving electronic states representative of. the
total molecule.

A single electronic state representative

of the total molecule.implied.delocalization of electrons
over the entire structure, while in the case of stropg
interaction only delocalization within each subsystem is
considered.
All molecules studied in this research must have strong
interaction between the pi electron subsystems due to the
close approach of the systems.

The electronic interaction

is not considered to be great enough to result in complete
electron delocalization throughout the molecular skeleton.
The experimentally measured energy states are interpeted
in terms of the perturbed dpbsystem energy states.

Calcu

lations are based on multipole interactions between rings
and are basic in nature.

Justification for these consider

ations is given by the agreement between experiment and
theory.
Bach molecular species is discussed independently in the
discussion of results.

Experiments conducted by the same

method for each species will be didcussed only once.

Sub

sequently only the conclusions drawn from the experiment
will be given for the molecules.

CHAPTER I
THEORETICAL
a«

Bxclton Interaction: The theory of exciton interaction

in composite molecules has been developed by Davydov .1 Since
the molecular systems studied by Davydov show similarity to
the systems studied by the writer, the theoretical develop
ment by Davydov has served as the main reference for this
discussion. Some qualitative predictions are collected from
other authors for completeness.
Exciton theory is applicable to molecular aggregates
composed of interacting subsystems.

This category includes

crystals and composite molecules consisting of two or more
submolecules. The theory considers the optical properties
of a composite system to be determined by the optical pro
perties of the isolated molecules. Deviations of the com
posite molecule1s optical properties from those of the
isolated molecules are considered to be the result of per
turbation of the individual parts by each other..

As a con-

sequency of this interaction, degenerate energy states are
split (exciton splitting). Also as a result of this inter
action, it is impossible to say which subsystem of the com
posite molecule is excited since the excitation energy is
transferred back and forth through the composite system
(exciton transfer) .

■^A.S. Davydov, Theory of Molecular Excitons. (New York:
McGraw Hill Book Co., 1962), p. 146-160.
5

In the case of aromatic molecules the energy states are
determined mainly by the pi electrons, therefore the intere
action s between two such molecules can approximately be ex
pressed in terms of the pi electron wave functions.

Consider

ing a dimeric molecule to be composed of individual pi systems,
a and b, one writes for each isolated system:

-

h

0&

=

e

:

2. Hb ( $ =
In these expressions Ha and
for systems a and b respectively and

are the energy operators
and (j)£ are the

electron wave functions for the k'th excited state.
The Schrodinger equation for the dimeric system as a
whole is given by:

3*[Ha + H b + ^ D = E D
in which V is the interaction potential between systems
a and b, D is the total wave function of the dimeric
molecule, and E is the energy Eigenvalue.1.
The two non-trivial solutions to this equation for the
excitation energy of the k'th excited state are:

4.

AE? = A E * + B* + l <

5. A E * = A E I + Bt + K

7
in Which

6

.

Ba= M W a f r )

V$(il)<t£<ll) d r

~

J(p°-(I) (p°(i) V <$(*)0la> d f ~ EXCHANGE TERMS
V
a

is the difference in energy for tha interaction

of an excited "a" molecule with a ground state nb" mole
cule and the interaction between a and b each in their nor
mal ground state.

It is evident that the interaction for

an excited state with a ground state gives a more negative
energy than the interaction between two ground states.
V"

Tha effect of B

terms then appears in tha spectra of

composite molecules as a shift of the absorption spectrum
«

toward lower frequencies.
M

le

is the exciton splitting and is given by:

7. M a = -

’‘M ' Z & d T (2COS<£COS02 -

cose£cosst- oosicosel)- £ f V ( p l t z )
in which the first term takes into account the dipoledipole interactions and the second term the exchange of
electrons between systems a and b.

The summation is carried

out over all permutations of electrons.

Within the first

term, e is the electronic charge, R the distance between
ring centers,

(p° d'f is the transition dipole length,

and the remaining terms are the directional cosines.

The

transition dipole length may be evaluated experimentally
from the absorption spectra of the submolecular systems in
the composite molecule using the relation given by McClure.

JU1 = If

a.

4>Z d i f =

2

3.9 T X

A knowledge of the molecular structure must be available
to evaluate R and the directional cosines.
Ip
The second term of M is more difficult to evaluate.
In the first approximation this term is given by:

9. £

*

[

<

$

!

- CS! - + A - z S B
’*/9

in which:

J U* ft)U^sft)dX

10. S =
n.

A = /

iC- ft) 1/^ft)-^- lilwlifi

ft)

dr, drt

12. B - J/ U * ft) U/» ft)*#
- de,
K|,
The notation follows: oC. and /3

represent carbon atoms;

is the distance between the carbon atoms; (JU. and ULp are

2
Donald S. McClure, "Energy Transfer in Molecular
Crystals and in Double Molecules," Canadian Journal of
Chemistry. XXXVI (1958), 59.

the wave functions for pi electrons on carbons cL and ft re
spectively; \\% is the distance between electrons
and H(p is the distance of electron

1

1

and

2

?

from carbon nucleus

S is then the overlap integral while A is the exchange
integral.

The integral B apparently has no characteristic

name.

The overlap integrals are evaluated from the tables
3
given by Mulliken.
The exchange integrals are taken from
the tables of Sklar and Lyddane.

4

The B integral is evalu

ated from the overlap integrals and a known vaiue of B at
a particular overlap.

The value of B is given by Davydov

5

as 3.01 electron volts for carbons separated by 1.48A°.
6 7 8
Several authors * 3 have written theoretical papers on
exciton splitting in composite systems.

The theory has been

R. S. Mulliken, C. A. Rieke, D. Orloff, and H. Orloff,
"Formulas and Numerical Tables for Overlap Integrals,"
The Journal of Chemical Physics. XVII (1949), 1248.
4
A. L. Sklar, and R. H. Lyddane, "Antisymmetric Mo
lecular Orbitals," The Journal of Chemical Physics. XVII
(1939) , 374.
5
Davydov, op. cit. . p. 152.
g
McClure, "Energy Transfer in Molecular Crystals and
Double Molecules," p. 59-71.
7
E. G. McRae, "Molecular Vibrations in the Exciton
Theory for Molecular Aggregates," Australian Journal of
Chemistry. XIV (1961), 329-372.
Q
G. S. Levinson, W. T. Simpson, and W. Curtis,
"Electronic Spectra of Pyridocyanine Dyes with Assignments
of Transitions," The Journal of the American Chemical Society.
LXXIX (1957), 4314.

10
developed mainly for systems in Which electron exchange is
not a significant factor.

This leaves only the dipole

interaction and greatly simplifies the theory.

Molecules

which fit this type treatment are diphenylmethane and
dibenzyl.

For these molecules the coupling between rings

is small; therefore the spectra show little red shift and
the exciton splitting may be determined by comparison with
the vibrational bands of toluene.

The absorption intensities

may be qualitatively predicted since the transition moments
are

+

M1

Yz

M2

and

M1

-

M2

for the frequency increased

Vz

and frequency decreased states respectively.

The low energy

state should be forbidden for dimers consisting of identical
monomers having parallel transition moment vectors, while
the transition moment of the high energy state is given by
M.
In the case of intermediate coupling, the spectra may
'Jc
show a large red shift corresponding to large B terms.
The vibrational structure can no longer be expected to re
semble the vibrational structure of the individual com
ponents.

The relative absorption intensities also depend

upon the strength of the coupling.

McRae

9

has pointed out

that in the case of a dimer consisting of identical subsystems,
the frequency increased and frequency decreased states should

g
McRae, "Molecular Vibrations in the Exciton Theory for
Molecular Aggregates," p. 347.

11
have opposite polarizations.

It is also shown that exciton

splitting in fluorescence is different than exciton splitting
In absorption.
In its present state exciton theory is very approximate
in explaining quantitatively the spectra of composite molecules
in which intermediate coupling between subsystems exists.
The theory thus far has been developed using an oversimpli
fied model for the composite system, and many approximations
Have been made in order to solve the secular determinate.
Although the composite systems studied in this research fit
the hypothetical model to the extent that the subsystems are
i*
rigidly bound to each other, the electron exchange possibility
considerably complicates the problem.

12
b.

Charge Transfer Considerations:

The existence of intense

absorption bands for solutions containing pi acids with pi
bases has been satisfactorily ejqplained in terms of charge
transfer phenomena . ^ 0
The basic idea of charge transfer transitions is that
the electronic transition corresponds to an electron trans
fer from the highest energy occupied molecular orbital of
the pi base to the lowest energy unoccupied molecular orbital
of the pi acid.

Hence, the electronic transition is de

pendent upon properties of both the donor molecule and the
acceptor molecule.

For a series of complexes involving

a common acceptor with different but related donors, the
-

*

energy of the charge transfer transition is given by;
1.

11

hv is 1^ - B
*

where h is Planck's constant, V the frequency, 1^ the
ionization potential of the donor, and B is a constant
characteristic of the common acceptor.
Thus for systems having a common acceptor, the vari
ations in the frequency of the charge transfer transitions
are mainly caused by the different ionization potentials
of the donors.

These ionization potentials correspond in the

1 0 S. P. McGlynn, "Energetics of Molecular Complexes,"
Chemical Reviews. LVIII (1958), 1113-1156.
1 1 H. McConnell, J. S._Ham, and J. R. Platt, "Regu
larities in the Spectra of^Molecular Complexes,” The
Journal of Chemical Physics. XXI (1953), 6 6 .

13
first approximation to the energy of the highest occupied
molecular orbital of the donor.

12

Charge transfer studies

may therefore be used to determine Ionization potentials
for donor molecules.
Not only does charge transfer occur between different
molecules, but also intramolecular charge transfer phenomena
have been observed.

13

This type charge transfer is less

well known than intermolecular charge transfer, but it has
major Importance in understanding the electronic spectra
of composite molecules.

In these composite molecules there

Is the distinct possibility that an electronic transition
might arise fxtom the transfer of an electron from one sub
system to another.

Even in the case in which the ionisation

potentials and electron affinities are unfavorable for this
type transition, it must be emphasized that charge transfer
considerations have an effect on the normal
electronic transitions.

<Tl'— Ttf*

It is difficult to draw a distinct

boundary between weak charge transfer and strong Pi over
lap between chromophores.

Electron transfer states should

be easily recognized in molecular spectra, but the effects
of electron transfer states on normal pi-pi* transitions
may not be easily recognized.

12

R. S. Mulliken, "Molecular Orbital Method and Molecular
Ionization Potentials." Physical Review. LXXIV (1948), 736.
13

J. N. Murrell,"Steric Effects in Electronic Spectra,"
Journal of the Chemical Society. (1956), p. 3779.

c.

Solvent Effects;

Since this research Is not primarily

concerned with a study of solvent Interactions, there Is
discussed herein only that portion of solvent Interaction
theory which Is relevant to the use of solvent Interactions
as a spectroscopic tool.
Solvent Interactions with polyatomic solutes offer an
excellent method by which to Interpret some aspects of the
solute electronic spectra.

Qualitatively, the solvent In

teracts with the solute molecule through electrical po
tentials resulting In lower energy states for the solute
molecule.

The Interactions are mainly electric dipole

Interactions and have been theoretically considered by
McRae . 1 4
The electronic absorption spectra of solute molecules

r*

show solvent induce'd frequency shifts as the solvent Is
changed.

The magnitude of these frequency shifts Is pri

marily dependent upon (1) the electric dipole moment of
the solute molecule In Its electronic ground state, (2)
the electric dipole moments of the solute molecule In Its
electronic excited states,

(3) the polarlzablllty of both

the solute and solvent molecule, and (4) the electric
dipole moment of the solute molecule.
Dispersive forces.which are the result of Induced
dipole-Induced dipole Interaction generally result In a

14

E. G. McRae, "Theory of Solvent Effects on Molecular
Electronic Spectra," The Journal of Chemical Physics. LXI
(1957), 562-572.

15
frequency shift toward longer wavelengths because the polarizability of the solute molecule Is usually greater In the
electronically excited states.

The solute dipole-solvent

Induced dipole Interaction may cause either
an Increase or
t
decrease In absorption frequency depending upon the relative
magnitudes of the solute dipole In the excited and ground
states; the same possibilities may lead to either frequency
Increase or decrease In the case of solute dipole-solvent
dipole Interactions.
The solvent dlpole-solute Induced
i
dipole Is less well understood and frequently this Inter
action is not taken into consideration; the effect of this
interaction is reduced by careful selection of experimental
conditions.
The following gelation is a simplified version of McRae's1
original equation.
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The relation between electronic fre

quency shift and solvent property is:
nd “
1. &v= dispersion tern + B — x
* £ +
in which
frequency.

av

= v - v q and

vq

1
1

pd - 1 '

+C
B*2

r?

"d +

9
2

J

is the vapor phase absorption

B and C are constants characteristic of the

solvent molecule.

D is the dielectric coefficient and n^

is the index of refraction measured with the sodium D line.
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Mitsuo Ito, Kozo Inuzuka, and Sunao Imanishi, "Effect
of Solvent on n-— pi* Absorption Spectra of Ketones," The
Journal of the American Chemical Society,LXXXII (1959), 1317.

B and C are defined by the expressions
u
2.

B -

1
he

2

u

(**0 0 )

2

“
3

cl

u
u
u
3. C =
2
Moo<Mo o - M il>
Uc- ------- 3 --------a
u
u
in which M q o and
represent the dipole moment vectors
of the solute molecule in the electronic ground and excited
states respectively,

a is Onsager's reaction radius for the

solute molecule.
By selecting a series of non-polar solvents, one may
plot vmax versus the function

n

d

2 n^

-

1

+

1

and a straight

line having the slope B should be obtained.

The dipole-

dipole (last) term is essentially zero since for a non2
polar solvent n^ - D. By selecting a solvent series in
which the index of refraction is constant, but in which
the dipole moments vary, one may circumvent the effect of
the middle term.
In this case Av is plotted versus the
n— 1
function
giving a straight line having the slope c.
Th -z
It is immediately apparent that by means of solvent
shift studies the change in dipole moment between the ground
and excited electronic state may be determined.

This in

formation may be significant in determining the electronic
structure of an excited state and the type electronic tran
sition involved.

For example an intramolecular charge trans

fer should show a large dipole change in comparison with a
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normal p'i-pl* transition.
The work by Lippert -1 6 Illustrates the determination of
dipole moment changes between ground and excited states.

For

the molecule

(ch3)Jn
.)

— <Q>—

N 0a

Lippert found that the dipole moment of the excited state
Is 38 debyes and Is 29 debyes greater than that of the ground
state.

The electronic structure of the excited state of this

molecule Is Immediately obvious.

A simple calculation using

the approximate distance between the two terminal nitrogens
and the electronic charge gives a dipole of 40 debyes.
In this manner solvent Interactions are used to help
ascertain the electronic properties of the molecules studied
In this research.

Von E. Lippert,"Spectroskopische Bestimmung des
Dipolmomentes Aromatischer Verbindupgen.in„e 3^5 ten angeregten
Singulettzustand," Zeitschrift fttr Electrochemie, LXI
(1957), 962.

d.

Polarized Emission

1,

Method of Photoselection: A solute dissolved into a liquid

solvent which is subsequently frozen to a glassy solid pro
vides a medium which is isotropic with respect to solute mole
cules.

Statistically all orientations of solute molecules

are equally probable if edge effects and strains are mini
mized. In any case if linearly polarized light having a fre
quency corresponding to that of the solute absorption is passed
through the medium, only those solute molecules which have
components of their transition dipole vectors aligned with
the electric vector of the exciting light will be excited.
The distribution of excited molecules is therefore aniso
tropic.

Attainment of an orientated group of molecules by

using the anisotropy of light is known as photoselection.
2.

Polarization of the Emission: The emission from speci

fically oriented excited molecules should generally be polar
ized.

The extent and direction of polarization are dependent

upon the symmetry properties of the molecule.

If one consid

ers the radiating and absorbing oscillators to be different
one dimensional oscillators, then the degree of polarization
is given by:

17
P -

3

cosa - 1
2
cos_ +3
a

in which a is the angle between radiating and absorbing
oscillators.

The maximum state of polarization will be

1/2 while the minimum is given by -1/3.

17

P. P. Feofilov, The Physical Bases of Polarized
Emission.
(New York: Consultants Bureau, 1961) p. 112,
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Excitation of the resonance fluorescence should give
the maximum degree of polarization if the oscillators are
totally anisotropic.

Experimentally the maximum value is

never attained, and therefore it must be concluded that
oscillators corresponding to the fluorescence emission of
complex molecules are not totally anisotropic.

For a

totally symmetric radiating oscillator there should be no
polarization of the emission.
Since the radiating and absorbing oscillators for the
resonance fluorescence emission have coincident axes, the
degree of polarization will be between zero and one-half.
Absorption at higher energies may produce either a positive
or negative degree of polarization depending upon the
special relation between the higher energy oscillator and
the lowest energy oscillator.

For instance, naphthalene

has a lowest energy singlet state with B3u symmetry.
This state is long axis polarized and shOuld normally give
a positive polarization.
B2u stat©

The second lowest singlet is a

and is short axis polarized.

Excitation in the

B2u absorption band, should normally give a negative polar
ization.
The foregoing discussion actually applies only to the
vibrationless electronic transition.

It is well known that

vibrational coupling between excited states may change the
polarization of the electronic transitions.

18

McClure

18

has

D. S. McClure, "Excited States of the Naphthalene
Molecule," The Journal of Chemical Physics. XXIV (1956)
1-12 .

shown that in naphthalene the zero-zero transition of the
B3u singlet state is long axis polarized in agreement with
theory; however a vibrational state having B^g symmetry
couples the B3u state with the B2u state producing a nega
tive polarization for the non-symmetric vibronic bands of
the B3u electronic state.

This B ^ vibrational state lies

approximately 500 cm-^ toward higher frequencies than the
vibrationless transition and also is more intense.

A mixed

polarization of the fluorescence should actually occur in
the case of naphthalene.
Polarized emission experiments are generally very
difficult to perform.

Each element of the experimental

arrangement must be calibrated for its effect on the polar
ization of light.

Dual monochromators are necessary if

vibrational effects are significant.

In spite of the

experimental difficulties, the amount of information which
can be obtained from an ideal instrumental arrangement more
than compensates for the extreme efforts and care required
in these measurements.

CHAPTER II
Experimental
a.

Purification of Solvents:

1.

Hydrocarbons:

Phillips pure grade 3-methylpentane,

isopentane, me thylcyclopen tane, and methylcyclohexane
were washed repeatedly with ftuning sulfuric acid and then
rinsed with water, saturated sodium carbonate solution
and then water again.

The solvents were dried over

magnesium sulfate for at least 24 hours and then dis
tilled at the rate of 10 to 20 drops per minute.

The

still consisted of an electrically heated pot with a
30-inch column filled with glass beads.

Solvents were

considered to be satisfactory when the ultraviolet
absorption characteristics of unsaturated impurities had
laeen eliminated or minimized, and when either there was
no solvent emission or the remaining emission was too
weak and too diffuse to interfer with the determination
of the desired emission.

Hydrocarbons used in solvent

studies were distilled until no absorption was present in
the frequency range of interest.
i.

Carbon tatrachloride:

Eastman spectrograde carbon

tetrachloride was dried over magnesium sulfate and distilled.
3.

JL, 2-Dichloroethane:

1, 2-Dichloroethane was purified

by the fuming sulfuric acid technique.
21
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4.

Diathvl jgther:

Eastman spectrograde diathyl athar

was usad without furthar purification.
5.

Acetonitrila:

Acatonitrila was doubly distillad and

driad over sodium sulfata.
b.

Purification of Compounds:
\

1.

Fluoranthana: Conmarcial grade fluoranthane was re

crystallized from absolute alcohol five times.
was than vadUum desiccated for 24 hours.
than vacuum sublimed twice.

The sample

The sample was

Furthar purification was

accomplished by zona-rafining the sample.

The fluo

ranthana was placed in a 7 m.m. glass tube, 1 foot in
length, which was evacuated and sealed.

The heating' coils

were passed over the sample at a rate of

2

hour for approximately 10 days.

inches per

Impurities were collected

at the bottom of the tube leaving the pure sample at the
top.

The absorption and fluorescence emission spectra of

both the pure substance and the collected impurities were
measured.

The emission spectra were identical, while the

absorption spectrum of the impure sample showed a slight
increase in the extinction coefficients in the long wave
length absorption region.
2.

3.4-Benzofluoranthene:

Dr. Horace Ory.

The sample was furnished by

Or. Ory obtained this compound from Columbia

Organic Chemicals Co. and purified it by chromatographic
methods.
3.

11. 12-Benzofluoranthene:

This compound was also fur

nished by and purified by Dr. Horace Ory.
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4.

1. 4-Dibromo-2.3-benzoblphenylene; This compound was

synthesized by the procedure outlined by Jensen and Coleman.'1'
Ortho-xylene was brominated using ultraviolet light as a
catalyst until four moles of bromine were consumed for each
mole of ortho-xylene. The product was collected and recrys*^
tailed from ethanol.

The 1,2;1', 2 '-tetrabromo-o-xylene was

dissolved in anhydrous _t-butylalcohol and treated with an
hydrous potassium t-butylalcohol giving the final product,
l,4-dibromo-2,3-benzobiphenylene.

The product was removed

from the reaction mixture by extraction with hydrocarbon
solvent.

Evaporation of the hydrocarbon left the impure

product which was purified by repeated crystallizations from
absolute alcohol.

An attempt to sublime the compound re

sulted in the formation of another chemical species having a
crystal s true true similar to that of the original yellow com
pound, but having a dark red color,
c.

Spectral Measurements:

1.

Ultraviolet and Visible Absorption Measurements;
The charge-transfer studies of fluoranthene, naph

thalene, acenaphthene, and acenaphthylene were measured
on a Beckman model DK-1 automatic recording spectropho
tometer.

The Beckman DK-l has a wavelength accuracy of

approximately -5A°.

R. Jensen and W. E. Coleman, "Formation of 1,4Dibromo-2,3-benzobiphenylerie, 2,3-Benzobiphenylene, and
1,2,5, 6 -Tetrabromo 3,4s7,8-Dibenzotricyclo (4,2,0,0,2,5)
Octadiene," Tetrahedron Letters. XX (1959), 7-11.
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The solvents used In the charge transfer studies were
carbon tetrachloride and l,2dichloroethane.

No substantial

differences in the spectra were observed upon changing
from one solvent to the other.
The Pi acid acceptor was tetracyanoethylene (TCNE).
Since energy states were the main interest in these charge
transfer studies, the cbncentrations of Pi acid and Pi base
were not rigorously controlled.

Calculations of ex

tinction coefficients and equilibrium constants for the
complexes were not made.
Since both fluoranthene and acenaphthylene show 4 ab
sorption in the region of interest, the blank for these
t
samples was a solution of the donor molecule having the
same concentration as that of the sample but having no
acid complexing agent.

The absorption of the donor was

therefore cancelled leaving only the charge transfer ab
sorption to be recorded.
The absorption spectra of the principal molecules
under study were measured with a Cary model 14 spectro
photometer.
The wavelength measurements were good to
+ o
-3A when they were read from the wavelength indicator.
Calibrations were available which made the accuracy better
than 1A°,

The wavelength readings were reproducible to

within 0,5A°.

The resolving power of the monochromator

is reported by the manufacturer to be 1A° throughout
the range 1900A° to 30,000A°.

This corresponds to 25cm”^

at 2000A° and to 6.25 cm"3, at 4,000A°.

The monochromator's
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performance was checked periodically by scanning the line
spectra of mercury, neon, and potassium.
were reproducible within the -0. 5A°.

These line spectra

given previously.

The solvents used in this absorption work were in
general the same as those used for emission studies.

How

ever additional solvents were used for the specific sol
vent studies.

Temperature was not rigorously controlled,

however room temperature was rarely different frbm
centigrade.

22°

Quantitative absorption work was made on

all molecules.

The long wavelength absorption region

of fluoranthene was checked for temperature effects by
absorption measurements at room temperature and at ap
proximately 40°.
The vapor absorption spectrum of fluoranthene was
measured with the Cary instrument using the 1 meter thermo
stated gas cell supplied by the manufacturer.

These

measurements were* carried out at 110°, 145°, and 175°
and atmospheric pressure.
The absorption spectrum of solid fluoranthene was
measured at room temperature with the Cary instrument.
The solid sample was grown ffora the melt on a quartz
optical flat and was not a single crystal.
2.

Fluorescence Emissions:

The fluorescence emission spectra

were measured by means of the standard total emission ex
perimental arrangement.

Solution filters were used to ob

tain the desired excitation frequencies.
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In most instancos a resolution of 25 cm ^ was sufficient,
and the Cary model 14 was used to record the emission spectra.
When better resolution was required, a Steinheil spectro
graph was used.
Various excitation energies were used to excite the
fluorescence emission of each molecule.

Corning band pass
2
filters and the solution filters described by Kasha were

used to obtain the desired excitation energies.

Both room

temperature emissions and liquid nitrogen temperature
emissions were recorded for each molecule.
The intensity of the phosphorescence emission of these
molecules, observed only at liquid nitrogen temperatures, is
too weak for the spectra to be measured under the conditions
which the flourescence is measured.
3.

Phosphorescence Emissions:

The phosphorescence emission

was measured in rigid glassy solutions at liquid nitrogen
temperatures.
used.

The solvent 3-methylpentane was most frequently

A rotating disk Becquerel type phosphoroscope was used

in this work.

The phosphorescences were excited by the full

intensity of a General Electric AH - 6 high pressure mercury
lamp without frequency selection.

Again the Cary model 14

spectrophotometer was used to record the phosphorescence
emissions.

2
M. Kasha, "Transmission Filters for the Ultraviolet,"
Journal of the Optical Society of America. XXXVIII (1948)
929-934.

4.

Excitation Spectra:

The excitation spectra of fluoranthene

were measured for both the phosphorescence and fluorescence
emissions.

An American Instrument Company (Aminco) recording

phosphorimeter consists of dual monochromators either of
which may be automatically scanned over the desired fre
quency range.

One monochromator controls the excitation

frequencies while the other monochromator separates the
emission frequencies.

It is therefore possible either to

excite the sample in a specific absorption region and scan
the emission or to set the emission monochromator .at a
specific emission frequency and vary the excitation fre
quency with the excitation monochromator.

The first

procedure records either the fluorescence or the phos
phorescence spectrum; the second procedure records the
excitation spectrum.

..

The fluorescence excitation spectrum for 11, 12benzofluoranthene was also recorded using the Aminco
instrument.
5.

Polarized Excitation Spectra:

The polarizBd excitation

spectra were measured by means of the experimental arrange
ment shown in Figure 1.
The polarizer was a Wollaston prism and the analyzer
was a Polaroid film.

The polarizer, slits, dewar flask,

sample, analyzer and filter were all mounted into a rigid
frame which was sufficiently compact to allow the total
arrangement to fit into the sample compartment of the Cary
model 14 spectrophotometer.

S D

H

E

Excitation source and monochromator

S

Sample

P

Polarizer

A

Analyzer

L

Slit

F

Filter

D

Dewar flask

M

Dectector

Figure 1.

Experimental irrangement for Polarized Excitation Spectra
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The detector of the Cary instrument was used to measure
the intensity of the fluorescence radiation.

The slits in

the blank compartment were closed and the instrument was
operated on single light beam settings.

The monochroraatized

radiation of the hydrogen arc of the Cary spectrophotometer
was used to excite the emissions.

The filter prevents this

excitation energy from reaching the detector.

The fluo

rescence passes into the detector which displays the re
sulting signal linearly when the per cent transmission
slide wire is used.
As the frequencies of absorption are scanned, the
fluorescence intensity is displayed by the recorder.

The

excitation spectra were first measured with the polarizer
and analyzer parallel and were subsequently measured with
them perpendicular to one another.

The complete frequency

range of fluorescence was detected at one time by this
procedure.
The amount of exciting light which passed through the
filter system was determined to be negligible in comparison
with the amount of fluorescent radiation.
In order to test the experimental arrangement the
degree of polarization for the emission from the sodium
salt of fluorescein was measured.
was found to be approximately

6

The degree of polarization

per cent more positive than

that found in more accurate measurements.

The degree of

polarization measured with the experimental arrangement
used in this research was approximately 50 per cent.

The
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degrae of polarization is reported by Weber
mately 44 per cent.

3

to be approxi

This more positive value may have

numerous causes, but only the sign of the polarization is
needed in this case, and no attempt was made to improve the
experimental arrangement.
zation greater than

6

In general, degrees of polari

per cent may be regarded as positive,

and polarizations less that

6

per cent may be regarded as

negative.
6

. Emission Studies Using the Cary Model 14 Spectrophotometer:
The Cary model 14 spectrophotometer can be conveniently

used to record emission spectra directly.

The Cary was in4
vestigated for this purpose by Mr. Howard Williamson.
He
found that moderately intense emissions can be recorded
quite satisfactorily by the Cary.

These findings encouraged

the writer to design and build a total emission apparatus
with which a reasonable geometrical allignment could be main
tained.

The experimental arrangement is shown in Figure 2.

By removing the tungsten light source from the Cary the
fluorescent sample may be placed directly in front of the
entrance lens.

The instrument is set to record energy, and

the fluorescence emission is recorded directly.

3

George Weber, "Photoelectric Method for the Measure
ment of the Polarization of the Fluorescence of Solutions,"
Journal of the Optical Society of America. IIIIL (1956),962,
4
Howard Williamson, M.S. Thesis, Louisiana State
University,
(1962), p. 16.

A

A-H6 Mercury Lamp

E

Blower Motor

B

Filter Train

F

Glass filter mount

C

Dewar support

G

Cary model 14

D

Test tube support

Figure 2. Experimental Arrangement for Total Emission Spectra using the Cary Model 14 Spectrophotometer.
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Phosphorescence emissions may be recorded by placing a
standard type phosphoroscope directly in front of the en
trance lens.
When used as an emission instrument, the Cary instrument
does not have as good resolution as in absorption.

This arises

from the necessity of wider slit widths in emission work.
Emissions from solutions immersed in liquid nitrogen are
more difficult to record because nitrogen bubbles interfer
with the energy signals.

When an ultra clean dewar flask

is used, the nitrogen evaporates from the surface only, and
the interference from nitrogen bubbles is removed.
7".

Photographic Emission Studies;

A Steinheil spectro

graph was used in cases in which high resolution was desired.
Standard experimental attachments were used in photographing
the emissions.

The spectra were traced with a Leeds and

Northrup recording densitometer.

CHAPTER III
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Part I
Fluoranthene
a.

Electronic Absorption Spectrum of Fluoranthene:
The absorption, spectrum of fluoranthene previously

measured by Dr. Horace Ory^ is shown in Figure 3 along with
the electronic absorption spectrum measured in this research.
It was originally believed that the absorption band at
27,900 cra”^(ll) was the lowest energy transition, however
in this research a new and very weak absorption band was
found at 24,780 cm“^ (I).

This previously undetected ab

sorption band shows no indication of temperature dependence.
4

and is therefore not attributed to dimer or higher polymer
formation.
70

The extinction coefficient is approximately
Close examination of this long wavelength

mole cm.
absorption shows some structure at higher frequencies.

The

frequency of the first vibrational state is approximately
380 cm~^ greater than the zero-zero transition.

Although

some structure is definitely indicated for higher energy vibronic transitions, the intense absorption at 27,900 cm~^
makes impossible accurate measurements of the frequencies.

^Horace Ory, Ph. D. Dissertation, Louisiana State Univertsity, (1957) , p. 41.
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Absorption Spectra of Fluoranthene
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The crystalline and vapor absorption spectra are given
in Figure 4.

The transition at 24,780 cm" 1 is readily ap

parent in the crystal spectrum.

The remainder of the ab

sorption is essentially a continuum with the exception of a
broad band at 41,841 cm"1 .

Since the solid sample used in

obtaining the crystalline spectrum was not a single crystal,
the continuous absorption might be interpeted to be absorp
tion due to scattering; however the continuous portion of
the spectrum does not have the wavelength dependence charac
teristic of a scattering curve, and therefore the continuum
is attributed to molecular interactions in the crystal.
The vapor spectrum shows the characteristic blue shift.
The weak long wavelength absorption is not distinct although
Its presence is indicated by the long tail on the low energy
side of the more intense absorption band.

Also apparent

in the vapor spectrum is &n intense absorption at 48,520 cm"1 .
This absorption band is not readily detected by the solution
measurements because absorption by the solvents in this
region interfers.
Table I gives the absorption frequencies for fluoran
thene in jn-pentane solution and in the vapor.

The absorption

frequencies for benzene and naphthalene are given in Table II.
These data are taken from the work of Platt and Klevens.

2

2
H.
B. Klevens, and J. R. Platt, "Spectral Resemblances
of the Cata Condensed Hydrocarbons," The Journal of Chemical
Physics. XVII (1949), 470.
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Figure 4*

Crystal and Vapor Absorption Spectra of Fluoranthene-
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TABLE I
Absorption Fraquancias of Fluoranthana
n-Pantana

\k
a.

b.

c.

d.

a.

V cm" 1

Vapor

AV cm- 1

4035

24,780

0

3975

25,160

380

3580

27,930

0

3516

28,440

510

3409

29,330

1,400

3225

31,010

3,080

3085

32,415

4,485

2866

34,890

0

2814

35,540

650

2757

36,270

1,380

2711

36,885

1,995

2620

38,170

3,280

2583

38,715

3,825

2529

39,540

4,650

2497

40,050

5,160

2353

42,500

0

2300

43,480

980

XX

V

cm" 1

3508

28,510

2817

35,450

*

2293

43,610

2061

48,520
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TABLE II
Absorption Frequencies of Naphthalana and Benzene
Benzene
V cm- 1
37,250

Naphthalene

Notation
B 2 u<’fll

V

cm" 1

K'A

32,000

Notation
B 3u **A 1

\

*■'*

1

48,050

Blu*-A l

<-'A

34,600

53,700

Elu<-Al

f'A

45,400

B 1 *A,.
lu 1

\

52,500

?

S.*,a

Group

Platt

B 2u ^ A
(*1

Group

a

A

Platt

b.

Exclton Interactions
Although little similarity exists between the ab

sorption spectrum of fluoranthene and the combined ab
sorption spectra of benzene and naphthalene, calculations
were made to see if the energy states of fluoranthene
could be interpreted in terms of the energy states of
naphthalene and benzene.

The method of calculation is

presented, but discussions are preserved until the com
parative data are available.
The assumed structure of the fluoranthene molecule is
given in Figure 5.

Bond distances in each subsystem are

assumed to be the same as those in the isolated molecule.
The bond distance between ring systems has major im
portance and unfortunately has not been experimentally
determined.

Assessment of this bond distance from Kekule

structures alone gives the normal sigma bond distance of
1.54A°; however in molecules similar to fluoranthene the
bond distance between rings rarely possesses the charac
teristics of a normal sigma bond.

Examples are perylene

which has a bond distance of 1.50A* for the bonds joining
€he two naphthalene rings

and biphenyl which has a bond

distance of 1.48A° for the bond joining the phenyl groups.

3

J. M. Robertson, Organic.Crystals and Molecules.
(New York: Cornell University Press, 1953) , p. 204.
^L. Pauling, Nature of the Chemical Bond. (New York:
Cornell University Press, 1948), p. 218.
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Figure 5*

Approximate Structure of Fluoranthene

o
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Since the bond distance for the bonds joining the benzene
and naphthalene rings In fluoranthene Is unknown, the dis
tance Is assumed to be 1.48A°.

It Is assumed that this

bond will be similar to analogous bonds In other composite
systems, and the assumed distance Is actually the minimum
distance expected.
Evaluation of the exclton splitting from equation
II-7 Is broken Into two parts.

First the dlpole-dlpole

Interaction for the Interacting states Is calculated and
later the exchange Interaction Is calculated.

The dlpole-

dlpole Interaction Is given by the first term of equation
11-7, while the exchange Interaction Is given b y the
second term.
The data required for the dlpole-dlpole Interaction
calculations are the polarizations of the electronic
transitions, Intensities of electronic transitions, and
the distance between ring centers.

In Figure

6

the energy

diagrams for the electronic states of naphthalene and ben
zene are given.

Oscillator strengths for these transitions

are Included above each electronic state.

The'dark lines

Indicate the beginning of a transition while the shaded
portions cover the frequency Interval of each transition.
These data are taken from the work of Elevens and Platt.

5
H. B. Elevens and J. R. Platt,

Op. clt. . p. 470
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Energy Diagrams of Naphthalene and Benzene.
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The electronic transitions of naphthalene in order of
increasing energy are
—

^A.

cluded.

1 La<—

*A,

1B

— ^A, and

Higher energy states exist but are not in
The electronic transitions of benzene in order of

increasing energy are
generate

1 Ba , 1 Bb

<—

<-- "^A,^La<— - ^A and the de
*A.

The electronic transitions of

naphthalene have the following polarizations
long axis, ^Laf~— ^A short axis,
the

—

^A is forbidden.

1A long axis; and

Group theory predicts that a

change from the D2h point group of naphthalene to the C2v
point group of fluoranthene does not change the polarizations
of the electronic transitions.

In the benzene molecule the

first two electronic transitions are forbidden.
the point group of benzene from

Changing

£o C2v makes both low

energy transitions allowed and splits the degenerate high
energy transition.

The lowest transition is polarized

along the principal axis of symmetry (y axis in Figure 5)
while the second transition is polarized perpendicular to
the principal axis.

The degenerate high energy transition

is split into a transition with x axis polarization and
*

•

V

another with y axis polarization.
The electronic transitions which have polarizations
-

favorable for dipole-dipble interaction are the
.transition of napthalene and the

1
1
La<— — A

^A transition of

benzene in which the polarizations are both y axis.
transition of napthalene and the1^

<

The

^A tran

sition of benzene are both x axis polarized and should also
*
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interact through the dipole mechanism.

Higher states will

of course show this type interaction but are not included
in these calculations because the transition moments and
the state energies are not known.
The transition moment lengths were evaluated from the
oscillator strengths.

The oscillator strength is related

to the extinction coefficients by5:
1.

f s 4.32 x

io~9fev d\r

From this relation and equation II- 8 the transition moments
lengths were evaluated.

The results are given in table III.

From the assumed structure of fluoranthene, the distance
between rings centers is determined to be 4.0 X 10

—8

cm.

These data, when substituted into the first term of equation
II-7, give -0.03 electron volt for th4 dipole-dipole
splitting between the
and the

GI

— 1A transition of naphthalene

transition of benzene and 0.17 electron

volt for the splitting between the
of naphthalene and the

a <—

^A transition

^A transition of benzene.

The exchange term of equation 11-7 is independent of
the type transition involved; therefore the exchange in
teraction is subtracted from each of the dipole splittings
to obtain the total splitting.

5
. C. W. Rector, G. W. Shaeffer, and J. R. Platt,
"Gain and Loss of Aromatic Character," The Journal of
Chemical Physics. XVII (1949), 463.
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TABLE III
Transition Moment Lengths of Some of the Electronic
Transitions in Naphthalene and Benzene
Naphthalene
Transition
1 La<—
1 B.

b

XA

♦“*"■ XA

Benzene

Dipole Length
6.6

X 10~9cm

1.8 X 10~8cm

Transition

Dipole Length

1 Lb»—

XA

1.0 X 10"9cm

1 L«—

XA

4.3 X 10“9cm

a
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The exchange interaction term is broken into three
parts corresponding to the three interactions present in
the fluoranthene molecule.

One part accounts £or the

interaction between pi electrons of the directly bonded
carbon atoms, the second part contains cross terms for
interaction of the same pi electrons between the non
bonded carbon atoms, and the third part includes the in
teraction of the pi electron of the number 9 carbon in
naphthalene with the pi electrons of the two nearest
carbons of benzene.

For each of these interactions there

exist S, A, and B quantities given by equations 11-10, 11,
12 respectively.

The calculated values of the S, A, and B

quantities for the three interactions are given in Table
IV along with the intercarbon distances.
Substituting these values into equation II-9 and
remembering that each term contributes twice due to the
two linkages between rings, one obtains -0.33 electron
volt for the second term of equation II-7.

Combining this

result with the dipole-dipole term, one obtains for the
total splitting:
M 1 = -0.03 - (-0.33) = 0.30 e.v.
m2 =

0.17 - (-0.33) = 0.50 e.v.

where M 1 corresponds to the interaction splitting between
the

1 Lb<

1a transition of benzene and the
^A
2
transition of naphthalene, while M corresponds to the split
ting between the

f—
< -1A transition of benzene and the

TABLE IV
S, A, and B Integrals of Interacting Pi
Electrons Between Subsystems
S

W
to

R1

R3
R1

A

B

1.48a

0.224

0.69 e.v.

3.01 e.v.

2.37a

0.038

O.dft e.v.

0.51 e.v.

2 .2 2 a

0.055

0.07 e.v.

0.74 e.v.

* Distance between bonded carbons of naphthalene
and benzene in fluoranthene.

R 2 - Distance between carbons of naphthalene and
benzene not bonded.
- Distance between the number 9 carbon of naphtha
lene and the near benzene carbons.
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The energy of the * 1 ^ —

electronic transition

benzene in the fluoranthene molecule is given by equation
II-4 to bes

= 31,250 + 2,400 + 3'a cm’

Ate

in which the conversion from electron volts to cm**1 has
been made for M 1. .
b

Por the

<— *A transition of
a

naphthalene the energy is given by equation II-5 to be:

A E
The B

h

= 34-,feOO - 2 , 4 0 0 + 6X„ chi1

terms have not been evaluated; however they

should be negative terms in both cases.

Thus both the

benzene-like and naphthalene-like transitions should
apptear more to the ired than the numerical portions of
the above equations indicate.

If the B

terms were equal,

two absorption bands having frequency differences of
7,450 cm"’’*" should appear in the absorption spectrum of
fluoranthene.
The most logical choice for the electronic transition
corresponding to the transition to the second excited
singlet state of naphthalene in the fluoranthene absorption
spectrum is the absorption beginning at 27,930 cm*"* (region
II, Figure 3).

This transition shows more spectral similari

ty to this naphthalene transition.
sition to be the
4,300 cm- 1 .

1
1
La 4—

Interpreting this tram-

2
A of naphthalene gives for B>

The transition corresponding to the *1^— *A

of benzene should then lie at 35,380 cm*-?:.

i

This is 490 cm”*

further toward the blue than the intehse absorption beginning
at 34,890 cm- 1

(region III, Figure 3).

This absorption
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region is therefore believed to be a transition to the

1 Lj}

«

state of the benzene portion of the molecule.

This assign

ment agrees with intuitive predictions.
The previously calculated half-splitting between the
transition of naphthanlene and the

’^A transi

tion of benzene is 0.50 electron volt or 4,000 cm"1.
If the naphthalene transition is frequency decreased and
the benzene transition is frequency increased, then from
equation 11-4 the total frequency difference is 10,600 cm"1 .
Again the B' terms have been assumed equal.

The

1 Bj4— — ^

transition of naphthalene should be found at least 4,000 cm" 1
red shifted from the energy of the isolated molecule depending
upon the magnitude of B

for this transition.

Experi

mentally no transition which resembles the transition
to the

1 Bb

state of naphthalene is found below 41,400 cm” 1

in the fluoranthene spectrum.
42,500 cm

1

There is a transition at

(region V, Figure 3)

which parallels the

1 BjJ
4—

transition of naphthalene to a great extent in spectral
characteristics, and therefore these transitions must
correspond.

This assignment is in complete disagreement

with the exciton calculation.
the

1 L_f—

cl

^

Absolute identification of

transition of benzene in the fluoranthene

spectrum can not be made.
The disagreement between the experiment and the
calculations is not a failure of exciton theory but is
the result of a grossly oversimplified calculation and a
general ignorance of the systems involved.

It should be

^
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remembered that second order effects have been neglected
In calculating the energies of the electronic states of
fluoranthene.

In the case of lower energy transitions

these second order interactions may not be large, but
higher energy states may be influenced considerably.

A

qualitative illustration is obtained when one examines the
high energy states of benzene and naphthalene.

These

electronic energy states of naphthalene are

^A and

— ^A beginning at 45,400 and 52,500 cm ^ respectively.
High energy transitions in this region for benzene are the
■^La<

^A beginning at 48,050 cm ^ and

occuring at unknown energies.

<

^A and

^A

(The original degenerate

band for the latter states begins at 54,500 cm \ )
the frequency range from 45,400 to 54,500 cm

1

Thus in

there exist

five electronic transitions, all of which are intense
absorptions.

Three of the transitions are x axis polarized

and two y axis polarized.

From these considerations it is

illogical to believe that a calculation based on the inter
action of only two of these states of the independent mole
cules would accurately predict the energy changes for these
two states in the composite molecule since there must exist
a dynamic interaction between all the states in this region.
For the

1 Bj^

^A transition of naphthalene to occur

at a higher frequency than predicted previously, there must
be an inversion of energy states resulting in a frequency
increased interaction for the \ * — 1a transition.

If

this is true, then there should exist a transition in the
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absorption spectrum of fluoranthene below 42,500 cm
corresponding to some frequency decreased state.

Ex

perimentally there is some evidence in support of the
latter contention.

There exists a series of weak absorp

tion bands beginning at 38, 170 cm"^ (region IV, Figure 3),
which from the vibrational analysis do not appear to be
vibrational states of nearby electronic transitions.
Physical proof for the individuality of this region has
not been attained; however the structure in this region
disappears in the vapor spectrum (Figure 4) .

The dis

appearance of this structure in the vapor spectrum might
well be interpreted to be the result of a difference in
exciton interaction for a vibronically excited molecule.
Although any assignment of this region of tfie absorption
spectrum is doubtful, from the information available this
absorption is believed to be a distinct transition corre
sponding to a frequency decreased

a<

^A transition

of benzene.
The weak absorption beginning at 24,780 cm”^ (Figure 3,
region I) is interpreted to be a transition corresponding
to the low energy

^A transition of naphthalene.

Again the transition is red shifted considerably compared
with the naphthalene absorption.

Thii; transition has a

very low transition moment and will therefore interact only
weakly through a dipole-dipole mechanism.

Exchange inter

action is still present and should result in a frequency
decrease.

This frequency decrease should roughly correspond
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to the previously calculated 0.33 e.v.

Assuming the B 1

term for this state is equivalent to that of the ^La state
of naphthalene (4,300 cm-1) , one finds that the total red
shift for the

1 La<—

cl

-^A transition is roughly 7,000 cm""*. \

The„ energy of this transition in fluoranthene should then
be approximately 25,000 cm"*.

The measured frequency for

this transition is 24,780 cm *.
The calculations presented in this section in general
agree poorly with experiment.

Exciton theory is in

sufficiently developed at present to explain in any detail
the energy states of a complex molecule such as fluoran
thene.

Even in cases where the composite systems are better

adapted for simple calculations the quantitative agreement
between experiment and theory is often poor.

Application

of the theory in its present state to a complex system such
as fluoranthene is abusive to both the theory and the com
plex system.

Exciton theory does predict the splitting of

energy states for composite molecuies and thus provides a
theoretical basis upon which the spectra of these molecules
may be interpreted.

In this respect the numerous electronic

transitions of fluoranthene are attributed to the com
bination of naphthalene and benzene transitions, and the
displacement of these transitions from those of the isolated
molecules is attributed to exciton interaction between the
electronic transitions.
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c.

The Charge Transfer Spectrum of the Fluoranthene-Tetra
Cvanoethylene Complex:

Figure 7 shows the charge transfer

spectra for the complexes naphthalene-TCNE, acenaphtheneTCNE, acenaphthylene-TCNE, and fluoranthene-TCNE in 1, 2dichloroethane.

Two charge transfer bands are observed

for each donor molecule.
In the naphthalene-TCNE complex, the low energy transi
tion lies at 550 mu while the high energy transition lies
at 429 mu.

The two absorption bands have essentially the

same intensity.
In the acenaphthene-TCNE complex both bands are shifted
to lower energy, but the same relative intensities as
those in naphthalene are maintained.

The low energy

charge transfer band lies at 650 mu while the high energy
band lies at 440 mu.

Comparison of the naphthalene-TCNE

absorption with that of the acenaphthene-TCNE absorption
indicated that acenaphthene has a lower ionization po
tential than naphthalene.

This may be explained either

by hyperconjugation stabilization of the positive ion or
by the inductive effect of the saturated bridge group.
The absorption of the fluoranthene-TCNE complex shows
no frequency shift from that of the naphthalepe-TCNE
complex.

This indicates equal ionization potentials for

naphthalene and fluoranthene.

It is interesting that

the energy coefficients for the highest filled molecular
orbital are the same in the case of naphthalene and
fluoranthene.

Equal energy coefficients imply that the

ground state energies of the two molecules are equal.
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TCNE - Naphthalene

700
600
TONE - Acenaphthene

700

600

400

OD

500

400

300

500

400
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500

TCNE - Fluoranthene

700

600

TCNE - Acenaphthylene

700

600

500

400

300

Wavelength rau
Figure 7.

Charge Transfer Absorption Spectra of Acenaphthene,
Acenaphthylene, Naphthalene, and Fluoranthene Complexes
with Tetracyanoethylene .

Both molecules have 0.618 for energy coefficients of the
highest filled molecular orbital?

From this it may be

concluded that either fluoranthene and naphthalene acci
dently have equal ground state energies or that the naph
thalene portion of the fluoranthene functions independently
an£ behaves like an independent naphthalene molecule.
Attempts to obtain the benzene-TCNE absorption band in
fluoranthene were hindered by the absorption of fluoranthene.
This transition should lie at 384 mu which is well within
the frequency range of fluoranthene absorption.

Although

an indication of absorption is shown in the 384 mu region,
the absorption of fluoranthene always causes a loss
of spectrophotometer reference energy just as this region
is approached.

It is significant that an absorption was

always indicated in this region although the band could
not be characterized.
Both the acenaphthylene and fluoranthene complexes
show a change in the relative intensity of the two charge
transfer bands.

Since the reason for the appearance of

two charge transfer bands is not known, the changes in
the relative intensities of the bands are not well under
stood.

It may involve the molecularity of the complex; how

ever both bands in naphthalene appear to be those of a

^Andrew streitwieser, Jr., Molecular Orbital Theory
for Organic Chemists. (New York: John Wiley and Sons Inc.,
1961)
P. 178.
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on* to one complex.

7

The change in relative intensities

is not the result of steric factors, since acenaphthene
should show a change also.
s

The specific purpose of this charge transfer work was
to examine the fluoranthene-TCNE charge-transfer spectrum
for naphthalene and benzene characteristics.

The additional

compounds were included for comparative purposes only.

The

conclusions are that fluoranthene does show definite naph
thalene characteristics in its charge transfer spectrum
and that benzene characteristics are probably present.
Further study on the charge-transfer spectra of these
molecules is needed.
d.

Solvent Studies for Fluoranthene:
Originally it was suspected tha& an intramolecular

charge transfer transition could account for one of the
absorption bands in the spectrum of fluoranthene.

If this

were true, the dipole moment of the excited state should
be very large; a 19 debye value would be consistent with
complete electron transfer from one ring to the other.
Therefore a transition from the giround state to this ex
cited state would be very sensitive to solvent changes be
cause of the large change in dipole moment.

7 R. E. Merrifield, and W. D. Phillips, "Spectroscopic
Studies of the Molecular Complexes of Tetracyanoethylene,"
The Journal of the American Chemical Society. LXXX (1958) ,
2778.
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Figure

8

shows the correlation between frequency and
•a

-

1

+

I

the function — s------------

2»*

for the solvents n-pentane

through n-nonane for the electronic transition at 27,930

cm

It is observed that the frequency of this transition does
vary linearly with the polarizability of the solvent.
Table V gives the frequencies for the transitions at
34,892 cm
Figure

8

.

1

and 42,500 cm"’*’ along with the data used in
Although these transitions all show some solvent

shifts, the shifts are small in all cases and shift red
as the index of refraction increases.

This behavior is

that expected from effects of dispersion forces.
The absorption spectrum was measured in acetonitrile
and diethyl ether which have essentially the same index
of refraction but have significantly different dipole
mortents.

No measureable frequency shifts were observed

in going from ether as solvent to acetonitrile.

It is

therefore concluded that the shifts observed in the non
polar solvents are the result of dispersion forces and that
the dipole moments of the excited states of fluoranthene
differ very little from the dipole moment of the ground
state.

This excludes the possibility of an intra-molecular

charge transfer transition in the spectral region studied.
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0.190

0.180

0.175
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Figure 8.

-1
cm

Absorption Frequency as a Function of Solvent
for Fluoranthene.

i
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TABLE V
Absorption Frequencies of the Electronic Transitions
in Fluoranthene as a Function of Solvent

U

Solvent

+

1

II

III

V_-l
cm

V

IV

1

'em-1

ii-pentane

0.180

27,933

34,892

42,499

n-hexane

0.186

27,914

34,870

42,459

n-heptane

0.191

27,893

34,845

42,410

n-octane

0.194

27,880

34,820

42,394

n-nonane

0.197

27,871

34,819

42,373

Extrapolation to vapor:

28,590

35,665

43,830

Measured vapor:

28,510

35,450

43,610

e.

Emission Spectra of Fluoranthene:
The fluorescence and phosphorescence emissions of

fluoranthene are shown in Figure 9.

No comparison can

be made between the phosphorescence and fluorescence
intensities since they were obtained under different
experimental conditions.
g
reported by Horace Ory.

These spectra were previously
Just as Ory found in his ex

perimental work there are two fluorescence emissions and
two phosphorescence emissions when the molecule is ex
cited with energies greater than 290 mu.

Both fluorescence

emissions are observed at room temperature while the
phosphorescence is only observed from rigid glassy solutions
at liquid nitrogen temperatures.
The high energy fluorescence (F2) has its zero-zero
transition at 28,500 cm ^ while the zero-zero transition
for the low energy fluorescence (F^) lies at 24,680 cm \
The zero-zero transition for the high energy phos
phorescence (P2) lies at 21,440 cm

1

while the zero-zero

band of the low energy phosphorescence (P^) lies at
18,550 c m " \

Table VI gives the vibrational frequencies

for all the emissions.
Neither of the high energy emissio ,!3 is observed upon
excitation at energies lower than 290 mu.

Relative Intensity

Fluorescence

xlO

500

550

400

350

Relative Intensity

Phosphorescence

xlO

600

550

500

450

Wavelength mu
Figure 9«

Phosphorescence and Fluorescence Bnissions of
Fluoranthene at 77°K

TABLE VI
Fluorescence and Phosphorescence E«ission
Frequencies of Fluoranthene
Flourescence
F1

F2

X

a

3515
3563
3699
3887

VCbft’
28,500
28,070
27,030
25,730

0

430
1470
2770

X*

V W

4052
4131
4253
4324
4412
4610
4742
4900

24,680
24,210
23,510
23,130
22,665
21,690
21,090
20,410

a V c.
v^*
0

470
1.170
1,550
2,015
2,990
3,590
4,270

Phosphorescence
P2

XA
4665
4753
4842
5042
5150

P1

YC.W1
2*^440
21,040
20,650
19,830
19,420

A V cm*

Xfc

0

5390
5495
5555
5745
5838
5895
6022

400
790
1610
2020

AVCW\

V cm*
18,550
18,200
18,000
17,410
17,130
16,960
16,610

0

350
550
1,140
1,420
1,590
1,940
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It was originally belieVbd that the low energy
fluorescence was displaced from the first absorption band
by approximately

3,000

cm”^ and did not show the charac-

teristic nirror image relationship generally found between
fluorescence and the long wavelength absorption.

The

weak absorption at 24,780 cm" 1 found in this work lies
100

cm”* toward higher frequencies from the

of the low energy fluorescence.

0-0

band

The first vibrational

band in the absorption lies 380 cm~^ from the 0-0 band,
while the first vibrational band in the fluorescence lies
470 cm" 1 fron the 0-0 band in fluorescence.

No further

vibrational comparison can be made because the first weak
absorption is covered by the intense higher energy trans
ition.

The two vibrational frequencies that can be compared

show the relationship expected between vibrational structure
in absorption compared to the vibrational structure in
emission.

It is therefore believed that the fluorescence <

does show the characteristic mirror image relationship to
the absorption.
The low energy fluorescence (F^) has a much greater
quantum yield than the high energy fluorescence (F2) .
Comparison of the integrated intensities gives the relative
At room

quantum yield

temperature the high energy fluorescence is essentially
undetectable.

The relative quantum yield at room temper

ature is estimated to be greater than 120.

The high energy

fluorescence is therefore decreased in intensity more than
the low energy fluorescence in going from low to room
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temperature.
The low energy phosphorescence
than the low energy fluorescence.

Is much less Intense
The phosphorescence

requires much more excitation energy and a more sensitive
instrument setting than does the fluorescence in order to
be ^recorded by the Cary spectrophotometer.
reason the relative quantum yield

For this

can onlY be estimated

from a knowledge of the experimental conditions under
which each is recorded.
than 200.

The estimated value is greater

Actually this is the minimum value.

Comparison of the integrated intensities for the
two phosphorescence emissions gives
^

and

than 20.

can

^~

From

said that

9 r®ater

This might be interpreted that the intersystem

crossing from singlet state to triplet state is ten times
greater for the high energy states than for the lower
energy states, but such an interpretation is tenuous until
all the processes leading to the dual emissions are known
in detail.

Attempts to change the relative quantum yields

between the two phosphorescences by heavy atom effects
were not successful.

Although ethyl iodide apparently

increases the low energy phosphorescence, absorption by
the ethyl iodide prevents excitation cf the high energy
phosphorescence.

Ethyl bromide does not significately

increase the intensity of either phosphorescence.

Mo

attempts were made to observe the singlet--triplet ab
sorptions.

f.

Trivial Mechanisms for Two Emissions:
Impurities frequently account for peculiar effects

in emission work.

Several attempts were made to alter

the relative intensities of the two phosphorescences
by purification.

In all cases the relative intensities

remained constant within experimental errors.

It does

hot seem likely that impurity effects should remain constant
for the various purification stages.
Peroxide formation could very well explain the two
emissions because peroxide formation would reduce the
structure of fluoranthene to that of an alkyl substituted
haphthalene or fluorene.

A pure sample of fluoranthene

was vacuumed sublimed into a deoxygenated portion of pure
solvent and the sample tube sealed under vacuum.

The

emission spectra were checked and both fluorescences
and phosphorescences were present.
The fluorescence emission was measured in several
solvents which would not support dimer formation. /These
solvents were benrene, naphthalene, add carbon tetra
chloride.

In all solvents two fluorescences were present.

Eaph of the foregoing trivial mechanisms for two
fluorescence and two phosphorescence emissions is
extremely difficult to eliminate completely.

Even so one

should expect the experiments listed in this section to
alter the relative intensities of the emissions if the
existance of two emissions is to be accounted for by
either mechanism.
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g.

Excitation Spectra and Polarized Excitation Spectra in
Rigid Glassy Solution: The excitation spectrum for the

low energy fluorescence is given in Figure 10 and that of
the low energy phosphorescence is given in Figure 11.

The

first weak absorption does not appear in either excitation
spectrum.

The high energy fluorescence and the high energy

phosphorescence excitation spectra were measured, but
the results were not interpretable because the intensities
of the emissions were very low and the spectra were diffuse,
indistinct, and not separable from instrument noise and
scattered light.
Comparison of the integrated areas shows that the ab
sorption at 358 mu produces a greater fluorescences in
tensity than does the absorption at 289 mu by a factor of
2 .2

.

in the phosphorescence excitation spectrum the ab

sorption band at 358 gives only 1,1 times as much intensity
as does the absorption at 289 mu.
Both excitation spectra parallel the absorption spectrum
with respect to band structures.
The polarized excitation spectra for the low energy
fluorescence are shown in Figure 12.

These spectra were re

corded by the Cary model 14 which monitored the intensity
of the total fluorescence.

The parallel and perpendicular

designations on the spectra indicate the relative positions
of the polarizer and the analyzer when the spectra were
recorded.

The degree of polarization is given as a function

of wave length in table VII.

Relative Intensity

400

350

300

230

200

Excitation Wavelength mu
Figure 10.

Fluorescence Excitation Spectrum of
Fluoranthene at 77°K»

Relative Intensity

400

350

300

250

200

Excitation Wavelength mu
Figure 11.

Phosphorescence Excitation Spectrum
of Fluoranthene

Relative Intensity

'

400

350

v\j\

1

V

300

250

*" Excitation Wavelength mu
Figure 12.

Polarized Fluorescence Excitation Spectrum of Fluoranthene at 77°K»

200

TABLE VIZ
Degree of Polarization for the Fluorescence Emission of
Fluoranthene for Several Excitation Wavelengths
X

mva

370
360
355
350
342
340
335
330
322
320
315
310
307
300
290
287
283
277
272
270
260
250
240
230

9
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.04
0.04
0.05
0.04
0.04
0.02
0.01

0.04
0.02

0.03
0.03
0.11

0.07
0.11

0.13
0.13
0.09
0.07
0.03
0.04
0.03

The excitation spectra were measured several times
with essentially the same result for each set of measure
ments.

The very low polarizations are attributed to a

mixed polarization in the fluorescence; such a mixed
polarization occurs in the case of naphthalene.

In this

case the total fluorescence emission should not be moni
tored if absolute polarizations are desired, but an
additional monochromator would be required in order to
monitor particular parts of the fluorescence.

The

polarizations from 370 mu down to 290 mu are considered
to be negative because the same experimental arrangement
gave results
in.

6

per cent too high in the case of fluoresce

From 287 mu to 270 mu the polarizations are

considered to be positive.
If the 358 mu absorption band does correspond to the
2L

transition of naphthalene, then a negative

polarization should be observed since this transition
is short axis polarized.
These polarizations are not absolute polarizations,
and even the sign of the polarization could be in error.
The directional assignments are tentative until more exact
measurements can be made.
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PART II
11,12-Benzofluoranthene
a*

Absorption Spectra 1 1 . 12-Benzofluoranthenes
Figure 13 shows the room temperature ultraviolet ab

sorption spectrum of

1 1 , 1 2 -benzofluoranthene

in n,-octane.

At least four distinct electronic transitions appear in
the spectrum.

The energies of theO-O band of these

transitions from lower to higher energy are 24,910 cm" 1
32,490 cm" 1 (III), 40,535 cm" 1 (V) and 44,444 cm" 1
spectively.

(I),

(VI) re

Indications of electronic transitions are also

found at 29,330 cm" 1

(II) and 37,360 cm" 1 (IV).

The low energy electronic transition shows a great deal
more structure than that of fluoranthene.

The absorption

spectrum at liquid nitrogen temperature in a rigid glassy
solution of 3-methylpentane is shown in Figure 14.

As

usual the vibrational structure sharpens at low temperature,
and a slight red shift occurs.

The electronic transition

at 32,490 cm" 1 shows a loss of structure.

This loss of

structure is caused by the intense fluorescence emission at
low temperature; the fluorescence emission causes phototube
response which is comparable to the loss in response due
to absorption.

Table VIII gives the frequencies for the

room temperature and low temperature absorption spectra.

-1

Frequency cm

25,000

400

30,000

35,000

300

350

40,000

250

Wavelength mu
Figure 13*

Absorption Spectrum of 11,12-Benzofluoranthepe at Boom Temperature

45*000

50,000

200

Frequency cm”^

35,000

40,000

45,000
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Figure 14*

Low Temperature Absorption Spectrum of 11,12-Benzofluoranthene
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TABLE VIII
Absorption Frequencies of 11,12-Benzofluoranthene
Room Temperature

77°K
3-Me thy lpen tane
3

rv-Octane
VCVn1

&V

4014
3930
3850
3790
3713
3634
3593
3520

24,910
25,445
25,974
26,385
26,936
27,513
27,832
28,410

0

3410

29,326

0

535
1064
1475
2026
2603
2922
3500

*

*
*
*

3078
2960
2833
2729

32,489
33,784
35,298
36,637

2677
2611

37,363
38,294

2467
2374

40,535
42,123

0

2250

44,444

0

V cm1

>V
4027
3943
3912
3861
3802
3725
3646
3605
3533
3421
3366
3256
3222

24,830
25,360
25,560
25,900
26.300
26,850
27,430
27,740
28.300
29,230
29.710
30.710
31,040

2842
2726

35,190
36,680

2675
2612

37,380
38,300

£ V c.iyJ'
0

530
730
1,070
1.470
2,020
2,600
2,910
3.470
0

480
1480
1810

0

1295
2809
4148
0

931
1588

* Not resolved at room temperature

0

920

The frequencies are in groups which are believed to corre
spond to separate electronic transitions,
b.

Exciton Interaction:
11, 12-Benzofluoranthene consists of two naphthalene

subsystems.

The electronic states of the subsystems in

composite molecule are spatially degenerate and therefore
these degenerate electronic states should interact.

Dipole-

clipole interactions between these degenerate states can
not contribute significantly becuase the transition moment
vectors of these states are perpendicular to one another.
This leaves only the exchange interaction to be considered.
If the five membered ring structure between subsystems
is

11

,1 2 -benzofluoranthene is assumed to be that of fluo

ranthene, then in the first approximation the calculated
half splitting between the degenerate states of

1 1 ,1 2 -benzo-

fiuoranthene should be given by the exchange splitting ob
tained in the case of fluoranthene.
spectrum of

11

In the absorption

,1 2 -benzofluoranthene there should appear

two red shifted electronic transitions for each electronic
transition in naphthalene.

Experimentally six ielectronic

transitions are observed in the absorption spectrum of
il,1 2 -benzofluoranthene in the same frequency range in
which the absorption spectrum of naphthalene has three
transitions.

The calculated splittings that should appear

between transitions to these interacting electronic states
are not found in the spectrum nor is any consistent fre
quency interval observed.
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Molecular orbital theory

q

predicts that the lowest

energy transition at 24,910 cm- 1 In 11,12-benzofluoranthene
Is a transition from the highest energy occupied to the
lowest energy unoccupied Molecular orbital.

The theory also

predicts the Intense absorption at 32,490 cm” *1 (Figure 13,
III) Is a transition from the highest energy occupied to the
second lowe’st energy unoccupied molecular orbital.
If the molecular orbital prediction Is correct, the
energy of the lowest transition should be related to the
reduction potential for the molecule, and the low energy
transition and the transition beginning at 32,490 cm” '*’
should have opposite polarizations.
These predictions were compared with the available
experimental worlc In the literature for
fluoranthene.

1 1 , 1 2 -benzo-

w*

Peculiarly, the absorption spectrum and

polarographic half-wave reduction potential were the only
available experimental results in the literature.

I. Bergman ^ 0

has measured the half-wave reduction potentials for a number
of aromatic and non-aromatic hydrocarbons.

These polaro

graphic reduction potentials vary linearly with the frequency
of the transition from the highest energy occupied to the
lowest energy unoccupied molecular orbital for these mole
cules.

g

11, 12-Benzofluoranthene, however, does not fit this

Streitwieser, op. alt. . p. 218.

1 0 I.

Bergman, "Polarography of Polycyclic Aromatic Hydro
carbons," Transactions of the Faraday Society. L (1954), 829.
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relation if the first transition at 24,910 cat”'*' is assigned
as this transition.

Fluoranthene, 3,4-benzofluoranthene

and 2, 3-benzofluoranthene do fit Bergman's curve.

From

the polarographic half wave potential measured, the pre
dicted frequency for the transition between highest energy
occupied and lowest energy unoccupied molecular orbitals
is 28,900 cm \

This lies within experimental accuracy of

tfie doubtful transition at 29,230 cm”1".
Further comparisons between the molecular orbital
predictions and experimental results are to be made later,
c.

Solvent Studied*
Table IX gives the frequencies for the electronic

transitions of

1 1 , 1 2 -benzofluoranthene

series n-pentane through ri-nonane.

in the solvent

Figure 15 shows the

m

•

variation of frequency of the low energy electronic trans2

nd - i
ition with the function — 5— ^-------- -.
2nd

+

As in the case of

1

fluoranthene, the red shifts were not large in magnitude,
and all bands shifted in proportion to their integrated
intensities.

Since no frequency shifts were observed

upon changing from ether to acetonitrile as solvent, the
frequency shifts observed in non-polar solvents are inter
preted to be dispersion interactions.
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TABLE IX
Absorption Frequencies of the Electronic Transitions
in 11. 12-benzofluoranthene as a Function of Solvent.
□UJ.VQI1 W.

I
+

I

III

IV
Vcvn
37,439

40,683

V

Vero'

n-pentane

0.180

24,972

vcrf\'
32,573

n-hexane

0.186

24,930

32,552

37,411

40,617

ii-heptane

0.191

24,922

32,520

37,383

40,584

n-octane

0.194

24,910

32,489

37,362

40,535

n-nonane

0.197

24,892

32,468

37,348

40 i444

v c .
va '
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0.195

0.190

0.185

0.180

24,950

24,900

-1
Frequency cm
Figure 15.

Absorption Frequency as a Function of Solvent
for 11,12 Benzofluoranthene
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The doubtful transition at 37,360 cm”'1’ shows a different
frequency shift in non-polar solvents from those of either of
the surrounding transitions.

This indicates that the absorp

tion at 37,360 cnT^ is the (0-0) band of a distinct electronic
transition.

The doubtful transition at 29,330 cm

1

is not

sufficiently resolved at room temperature for one to make
accurate frequency measurements,
d.

Emission Spectra 11. 12-Benzofluoranthene
Figure 16 shows the fluorescence and phosphorescence

spectrum for 11, 12-behzofluoranthene in 3-methylpentane
at 77°K.

No comparison can be made between the integrated

intensities.

The fluorescence (0-0) band lies at 24,690 cm ^

and the phosphorescence (0-0) band occurs at 18,520 cm \
The phosphorescence intensity is extremely weak.

Table X

gives the emission frequencies for both emissions.
The fluorescence emission shows the normal mirror
image relationship to the long wavelength absorption.

The

fluorescence shows no vibrational states analogous to
those of the absorption at 29,330 cm”'*'.

It is therefore

concluded that these absorption bands are not vibrational
states of the low energy transition but instead constitute
a distinct electronic transition.
In the phosphorescence emission spectrum the band
at 18,250 cm

1

is very weak compared with the next band

at ^ awer energies.
band wa. not the
excitation light.

0-0

It was originally believed that this
transition, but that it was scattered
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Relative Intensity

Fluorescence

470

460

450

440

430

420

410

Relative. Intensity

Phosphorescence

650

600

550

Wavelength mu
•

Figure 16.

Fluorescence and Phosphorescence of-11,12-Benzofluoranthene
at 77°K

TABLE X
Phosphorescence and Fluorescence Emission Frequencies of
11, 12-Benzofluoranthene at 77°K.

Fluorescence
AY

)^cwl
4056.4

24,652

0

4138.6

24,163

489

4236.9

23,602

1,050

4301.0

23,250

1,402

4405.3

22,700

1,952

4519.6

22,126

2,526

4597.3

21,752

2,900

Phosphorescence
X

AY

5480

V cm'
18,248

0

5638

17,737

511

5824

17,170

1078

6006

16,650

1598

6140

16,287

1,961

a
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Attempts to remove this emission band were unsuccessful;
however the phosphorescence of

11

,1 2 -benzofluoranthene

is~*so weak that the least amount of scattered light might
appear ip the emission and have an intensity comparable
with that of the phosphorescence.
quantum yield (^r)

The estimated relative

is greater than 500.

The fluorescence excitation spectrum is shown in
figure 17.

A very large portion of the absorption is

active in producing fluorescence.

The excitation spectrum

parallels the absorption spectrum.
The fluorescence emissions excited by the frequencies
passed by Kasha's solution filters A, C, and D are shown
in Figure 18.

Although the emission band frequencies do

not change, the relative intensities of the vibronic bands
v do appear to change.
103F (3) plates.

All emissions were photographed on

Since no correlation can be made between

the exciting frequencies and the relative intensities,
ttiese observations are tentatively assigned to experimental

variables.
Figure 19 shows the fluorescence emission excited by
the 4047A0 mercury line.

In this emission several vibration

al peaks have split into two bands.

This splitting is most

unusual and deserves special consideration.

Also appearing

in the emission are the 4358 and 4077.mercury lines which
penetrated the filter system.
are superimposed on the

0^0

Since the 4047 and 4077 lines

transition, it is not possible

to determine whether this transition is split.

-p

400

350

300

250

200

Excitation Wavelength mu
Figure 17.

Fluorescence Excitation Spectrum of
11#12-Benzofluoranthene at 77° K

Plate Blackening
T

ABO

<

i

T

470

460

450

I

440

I

I

I

l

l

430

420

410

400

390

Wavelength mu
Figure 18.

Fluorescence Spectra of 11,12-Benzoflouranthene
for Various Excitation Energies

Plate Blackening

460

440

430

420

410

400

Wavelength mu.
Figure 19.

o
o
Fluorescence Fknission of 11,12-Benzofluoranthene Excited by 4047 A Radiation at 77 K
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The fluorescence emission frequencies obtained from this
spectrum are given in Table XI.
23,900 cm

1

The emission peak at

is interpreted to be an independent band that

does not result from splitting the band at 24,155 cm”1 .
The low temperature absorption spectrum also shows this
vibrational band.
sition is

200

In the absorption this vibronic tran

cm” 1 from the neighboring vibronic tran

sition while in the emission there is a 255 cm” 1 frequency
difference.

All the vibrational states below 23,250 cm

are definitely split.

1

The splittings vary from 153 to

165 cm” 1 with an average of 159 cm”1 .

The calibration of
+

-1

the spectrograph in this region is at best -5 cm

; there

fore it is believed that the splitting are equal and will
be taken to be 159 cm"1,
e.

Polarized Excitation Spectra;
The polarized excitation spectra for 11, 12-benzo

fluoranthene are shown in Figure 20.

These spectra were

recorded with the Cary model 14 spectrophotometer.

The

filter that was used does not transmit wavelengths shorter
than 420 mu and transmits only 20% of the radiation at
430 mu.

Therefore only the low energy portion of the

fluorescence emission was monitored.

Table XII gives the

degree of polarization at several wavelengths.

Positive

t

polarization from 403 mu to 260 mu is not consistent with
theory.

It was initially believed that the experimental

results were in error.

The polarization remains essentially

constant throughout the long wavelength absorption region
of the spectrum.
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TABLE XI
Fluorescence Emission Frequencies of 11, 12-Benzofluoranthene
Excited by 4047 Angstroms Radiation at 77°K.

7crn‘

A?

4050

24,691

4140
4184

24,155
23,900

4235'

23,610

4301
4330

23,250
23,097

153

4405
4438

22,700
22,535

165

4515
4548

22,150
21,988

162

4582
4615

21,825
21,670

155

255

Relative Intensity

rJ

400

350

300

250

Wavelength mu
Figure 20.

Polarized Fluorescence Excitation Spectrum at 11,12-Benzofluoranthene
at 77° K
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TABLE XII
Degree of Polarization of the Fluorescence Emission of
11, 12-Benzofluoranthene for Several Excitation Wavelengths.

P
403
394
386
380
373
365
360
353
345
335
330
325
320
310
305
297
290
285
280
275
267
260
252

.25
.31
.32
.24
.28
.28
.30
.29
.30
.17
.23
.24
.22

.28
.29
.27
.24
.26
.22

.25
.26
.22

-0 . 0 1
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At approximately 340 mu there is a sharp decrease in polarzation which increases again at 310 mu.

The polarization

remains constant from 310 mu down to 250 mu where it be
comes negative.
In order to check these polarizations, the polarized
excitation spectrum and the polarized fluorescence spectrum
were determined with the Aminco phosphorimeter.

These

Spectra are shown in Figures 21 and 22 respectively.
11

,

1 2 -benzofluoranthene

methyl methacrylate.

The

sample was dispersed in polymerized

The Aminco instrument does not

resolve spectra as well as the Cary; however the lack of
structure in these spectra is partially due to the polymer
solvent.

The sharp intensity decrease at 300 mu is caused

By the polymer absorption.
The polarized fluorescence shown in Figure 22 was
excited with 310 mu radiation.

The most intense emission

band at 430 mu was monitored in order to obtain the
polarized excitation spectrum shown in Figure 21.

The

Results are tabulated in Table XIII.
These spectra show that the polarization is positive
from 403 down to 285 mu; these results agree with those
obtained with the other experimental arrangement.

The

polarization measured with the Aminco Instrument is much
more positive than with the Cary.

It is probable that the

solvent was not rigid while the experiments were being per
formed with the Cary because the liquid nitrogen could not
appear in the light path and did not surround the sample.

400

350

300

250

Excitation Wavelength mu
Figure 21.

Polarized Fluorescence Excitation
Spectrum of 11,12-Benzofluoranthene at
Hoorn Temperature

44

500

450

400

Emission Wavelength mu
Figure 22.- Polarized Fluorescerice Emission
of 11,12-Benzofluoranthene
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TABLE XIII

Degree of Polarization of the 430 mu Fluorescence Emission
of 11,12-Benzofluoranthene for Several Excitation Wavelengths
Exciting
Wavelength

Degree of
Polarization

Emitting WaveLength

Degree of
Polarization

mu

P

mu

P

403

.42

406

.43

393

.42

417

.41

384

.42

430

.42

370

.44

450

.41

354

.37

345

.32

340

.33

335

.35

330

.37

315

.42

300

.41

Excitation at 310 mu
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This lack of rigidity would allow rotational depolarization
in the fluid solvent.

The Aminco instrument was calibrated

with samples of known polarization and consequently the
polarizations measured with it are considered to be correct.
The Aminco polarization measurements show the sharp
decrease at 340 mu previously observed.

Although this

transition is probably negatively polarized, the intense
positively polarized transition at 310 mu extends into the
aaafa frequency range with greater extinction than that of

the negatively polarized transition and probably causes
the observed positive polarization.
The fluorescence emission is positively polarized with
respect to the absorption transition at 310 mu in agreement
with the excitation data.

Little vibrational depolarization

is indicated in the fluorescence emission.

From the polari

zed fluorescence spectrum the degree of polarization of
the fluorescence excited by 310 mu radiation is determined
to be 41%.

Although it is not indicated, it is possible

that the unresolved vibrational bands could be negative
or less positive in polarization.
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PART III
3,4-Benzofluoranthene
a.

Electronic Absorption Spectrum:
The ultraviolet absorption spectrum of 3,4-benzo-

fluoranthene is shown in Figure 23.

The first electronic

transition lies at 27,210 cm- 1

A very intense ab

(I).

sorption occurs at 33,280 c m ( I I ) ,

and the remainder of

the ultraviolet region shows a continuum of states.

Table

XIV gives the absorption frequencies of 3,4-benzofluoran
thene and Table XV gives the absorption frequencies of
benzene and phenanthrene.^
Since the composite molecule, 3,4-benzofluoranthene,
consists of joined benzene and phenanthrene submolecules,
the ultraviolet absorption spectrum should be interpretable
in terms of benzene and phenanthrene states.

Examination

of the electronic states of benzene and phenanthrene
suggests that there is a great complexity in the spectrum
of the composite molecule

because the benzene states and

the numerous phenanthrene states have repeated energy
coincidence in the higher energy region.

1 1 H.

B. Klevens and John R. Platt,

o p

.

clt., P. 470
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Frequency cm

25,000

30,000

35,000

40,000 4<>,000 50,000

Absorbency

l.C-

0.5

400

350

300

250

Wavelength imi

Figure 23.

Absorption Spectrum of 3,4-Benzofluoranthene

-200

TABLE XIV
Absorption Frequencies of 3,4-Benzofluoranthene.

Xa

V ctn'

AY

3675

27,210

0

3577

27,950

740

3498

28,590

1,380

3411

29,320

2,110

3344

29,900

2,690

3005

33,280

0

2922

34,220

940

2890

34,600

1320

2810

35,590

2310

2763

36,190

2910

2700

37,040

3760

2612

38,285

5,005

2560

39,060

0

2450

40,815

1,755

2390

41,840

2,780

2216

45,125

5,065

TABLE XV
Absorption Frequencies of Benzene and Phenanthrene
Benzene
(cm

Phenanthrene
(cm-1)

)

37,250 - 45,300

28,300 - 32,300

48,050 - 51,200

V 1*
Wcl *

53,700 - 59,000

V

1*

39,400 - 44,000

V

1* ,

47,100 - 50,800

1b £-1a .
1 CS~1A

33,000 - 36,300

53,400 - 56,400
56,400 - 59,500
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b.

Polarized Excitation Spectra:
Figure 24 shows the polarized excitation spectra o£

3,4-benzofluoranthene.

The state of polarization at several

wavelengths is given in Table XVI.

For conparatlve purposes

the degree of polarization versus wavelength is shown in
Figure 25 along with the room temperature absorption spectrum.
It is easily seen from Figure 25 that the degree of
polarization fluctuates in the region of the first absorption
band.

This fluctuation suggests that either two electronic

transitions are present or that unusual vibrations that
are polarized oppositely to the electronic transition are
present; the second possibility seems less likely in this
case.
c.

Emission Spectra of 3.4rBenzofluoranthene:
The fluorescence and phosphorescence of 3,4-benzo-

fluoranthene in 3-methylpentane at 77°K are shown in
Figure 26.

The fluorescence emission begins at 25,320 cm” 1

and does not overlap the absorption.

The mirror image relation

ship between absorption and fluorescence is present.
The phosphorescence emission begins at 19,054 cm 1 ; it
has a great deal of vibrational structure.

The intensity

of the phosphorescence of this molecule is greater than that
of either fluoranthene or 11,12 benzofluoranthene.

The

relative fluorescence to phosphorescence quantum yield is
estimated to be

100

.

Dual fluorescences and phosphorescences were not ob
served from this molecule nor did the fluorescence show
any detectable excitation dependence.

Relative Intensity
I
350

300

250

Wavelength mu
Figure 24.

Polarized Fluorescence Excitation Spectrum of 3 >4-Benzofluoranthene
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TABLE XVI
Degree of Polarization of the Fluorescence Emission of
3,4-Benzofluoranthene 'for Several Wavelengths of Excitation
Xhryt
375
370
368
365
360
355
350
345
340
335
330
325
320
315
310
305
302
296
293
290
285
280
275
270
265
260
255
250
240
230

P
.13
.09
.07
.11

.13
.12
.10
.10
,10
.12

.08
.04
.04
.04
.08
.16
.15
.17
.21

.18
.15
.09
.07
.07
.11

.17
.15
.15
.11
.10
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10

o.c

400

350

300

250

200

Wavelength mu
Figure 25*

Degree of Polarization of Fluorescence versus Wave
length of Excitation for 3 *4-Benzofluorenthene

105

Fluorescence

500
Phosphorescence

600

400

450

550

500

Wavelength mu
Pigure

26*

Phosphorescence and Fluorescence Bnission of 11,12Benzofluoranthene at 77 K

The amission frequencies for both fluorescence and phos
phorescence are given in Table XVII.
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TABLE XVII
Fluorescence and Phosphorescence Emission Frequencies
of 3,4-Benzofluoranthrene:
Fluorescence
X?,

Vcrtf'

AY

3950

25,320

0

4022

24,860

460

4205

23,780

1,540

4460

22,420

2,900

4800

20,830

4,490

Phosphorescence

5248

19,050

0

5358

18,660

390

5406

18,500

550

5472

18,275

775

5602

17,850

1200

5677

17,615

1,445

5735

17,440

1610

5865

17,050

2,000
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PART IV
1,4-Dibromo-2,3-benzobdphenylene
a*

Electronic Absorption Spectrum:
The ultraviolet absorption spectrum of 1,4-dibromo-

2,3-benzobiphenylene is~given in Figure 27.

Each individual

electronic transition of the spectrum is very slmiliar to
that of fluoranthene.

The frequency spacings between

transitions are not the same however.

Absorption frequen

cies are given in Table XVIII.
Classical resonance structures indicate that this
molecule should be totally conjugated; however conjugation
between ring systems would lead to a strained cyclobutadiene
configuration.

Biphenylone, a similiar compound, has the

same full conjugation possibilities, but recent x-ray
studies'*-* show that biphenylene consists of two normal
benzene systems that are connected by 1.51 A sigma bonds.
It is therefore reasonable that 1,4 dibromo-3,4-benzobiphenylene
should have an absorption spectrum similiar to fluoranthene.
l,4-Dibromo-2,3-benzobiphenylene does not form a chargetransfor complex with tetracyanoethylene.

1 4 Mark, T.C.W. and Trotter, J., "Crystal and Molecular
Structure of Biphenylene," Journal of the Chemical Society.
(1962) , p. 1-18.

30,000

35*000

40*000

45>000

50*000

Absorbency

25,000

xl6

400

300

350

250

200

Wavelength nu
Absorption Spectrum of 1,4-0ibromo-2,3-benzobiphenylene
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Figure 27-
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TABLE XVIII
Absorption Frequencies of 1,4-Dibromo-2,3-benzobiphenylene

Y cvr\l
3948

25,330

3750

26,670

*V
0
.1340

3545

28,210

2880

3365

29,720

0

3225

31,010

1290

3100

32,260

2540

2992

33,420

0

2910

34,360

940

2869

34,855

1435

2750

36,360

0

2700

37,040

680

2646

37,790

1430

2535

39,500

3,140

2432

41,120

4,760

2250

44,445

0

2080

48,080

0

Ill
b. Emission Spectra:
The l,4-dibromo-2,3-benzobiphenylene had no detectable
fluorescence or phosphorescence.

The two bromine atoms

probably induce intersystem crossing from the excited singlet
state to the triplet state which may be a dissociative state
in this molecule.

Although.this mechanism for energy de

gradation has not yet been proved, it seems to be the most
logical explanation for one's not observing fluorescence
or phosphorescence.
'&•

Peculiar Phenomena Associated with 1.4-Dibromo-2.3-benzobiphenvlene:

When this compound is vacuum sublimed at

155-170°C a transition from yellow needles to bright orangered needles occurs.

The red-orange substance may be further

sublimed without any detectable change.

The crystalline

form of the red substance indicates that the substances is
a pure compound.
Figure 28 gives the absorption spectrum of the red
compound.

All the ultraviolet transitions are identical

with those of the l,4-dibromo-2,3-benzobiphenylene ultra
violet absorption.

A new electronic transition appears

in the visible portion of the spectrum.

Since this spectrum

was measured in 3-methylpentane solution, the apperance
of the new bands can not be satisfactorily explained by
crystal modification.

The appearance of a new electronic

transition without a change in the remaining transitions
indicates that no large electronic structure changes occurred.

000

7.5
400

300

350

250

Wavelength mu
Figure 28.

Absorption Spectrum of Sublimed l,4-Dibromo-2,3-benzobiphenylene
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Decomposition or a rearrangement in this molecule should
show significant electronic structure changes and are there
fore partially eliminated as the cause for the new absorption.
At present there is no satisfactory explanation for the
change in absorption spectrum.
Very little research has been done on molecules which
do not attain the resonance stabilization available be
cause of the opposing steric factors.

Benzobiphenylene

and biphenylene appear to be molecular species of this type.
These molecules offer interesting and fruitful physical
research because their spectral properties should vary
extensively depending upon the "contest" between resonance
and steric factors,

further research on l,4-dibromo-2,3-benzo-

biphenylene and 2,3-benzobiphenylene is anticipated.

CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY
The electronic spectra of fluoranthene, 11, 12-benzo
fluoranthene, 3,4-benzofluoranthene and 1,4-dibromo2

,3-benzobiphenylene have been investigated in detail.

Energy states of these composite molecules are inter
preted to be states that are excited primarily in the
individual parts of the molecule.

No evidence was ob

tained for electron transfer transitions in the visible
and near ultraviolet regions of the spectrum; electron
transfer states may exist ^t higher energies than 50,000 cm""\
The electronic energy states of fluoranthene have
been interpreted to be those of the naphthalene and benzene
subsystems; the dissimilarity between the absorption
spectrum of fluoranthene and that of the combined benzene
and naphthalene spectra has been attributed to electro
dynamic interactions between the states of the naphthalene
and the benzene parts of the molecule. .The orders of
magnitude of these interactions have been calculated and
have been compared with experiment.

Although these orders

of magnitude were not sufficiently accurate to predict the
energy states in fluoranthene, they have shown that strong
coupling must exist between the energy states of the naph
thalene and benzene submolecules in fluoranthene.
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Evidence in support that Individual, but interacting,
electronic energy states make up the fluoranthene energy
states has been given by the charge-transfer studies on
fluoranthene and by the emission spectra of the fluoranthene
molecule.

The existance of definite naphthalene properties

in fluoranthene have been shown by the fluoranthene-TCNE
charge transfer spectrum; benzene properties were also
indicated but not definitely established.

Fluoranthene

*

has been shown to possess two fluorescences and two
phosphorescences.

The low energy states have been assigned

to the naphthalene part of the fluoranthene molecule while
the high energy states have been attributed to the benzene
part of the molecule.
The polarized excitation spectra of fluoranthene
have been measured, and attempts have been made to corre
late the degrees of polarization with the absorption
spectra.

These degrees of polarization were very small

and therefore did not allow definite conclusions con
cerning the signs of the polarizations.

The lack of

polarization has been attributed to a mixed polarization
in the low energy fluorescence emission.
11,12-Benzofluoranthene has at least six distinct
electronic transitions in the visible and near ultra
violet absorption regions.

These transitions have been

identified, and there has been presented evidence that
indicates that each transition is distinct.

Although these
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transitions have not been assigned, it is believed these
transitions correspond to the three lowest energy transitions
in naphthalene which have been split into six transitions
through exciton interaction.

Further support for exciton

interaction is given by the dependence of the fluorescence
emission upon excitation energies.

The fluorescence

emission has been shown to split upon excitation with
4047A° radiation.

This splitting has been interpreted

to be the result of exciton interaction between the
naphthalene portions of the molecule.
3,4-Benzofluoranthene does not have the dual emission
spectra like fluoranthene nor does the emission from this
molecule show any excitation energy dependence.

One

should expect 3,4-benzofluoranthene to have dual emissions
corresponding to the phenanthrene-like and benzene-like
parts of the molecule.

To remain consistant with the

experimental data obtained in the case of fluoranthene
and 11,12-benzofluoranthene, the energy states of 3,4benzofluoranthene have been attributed to the energy states
of the phenanthrene-like and benzene-like parts of the
composite system.

The single emissions are attributed to

the phenantphrene subsystem, while the failure to observe
an emission from the benzene subsystem is attributed to
the non-radiative energy transfer from the benzene sub
system.
1,4 Dibromo-2,3-benzobiphenylene has an absorption
spectrum similar to that of fluoranthene.

No emissions
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are observed for this molecule.

The energy states of this

molecule have been interpreted to be those of the naph
thalene and subsystem and benzene subsystem.

It is believed

that complete electron delocalization does not occur in this
molecule because of steric effects in the cyclobutadiene ring
system.
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